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The Copernican Question
Presenting the history of space-time physics, from Newton to Einstein, as a philosophical development
DiSalle reflects our increasing understanding of the connections between ideas of space and time and our
physical knowledge. He suggests that philosophy's greatest impact on physics has come about, less by the
influence of philosophical hypotheses, than by the philosophical analysis of concepts of space, time and
motion, and the roles they play in our assumptions about physical objects and physical measurements.
This way of thinking leads to interpretations of the work of Newton and Einstein and the connections
between them. It also offers ways of looking at old questions about a priori knowledge, the physical
interpretation of mathematics, and the nature of conceptual change. Understanding Space-Time will
interest readers in philosophy, history and philosophy of science, and physics, as well as readers
interested in the relations between physics and philosophy.

“The main Business of natural Philosophy”
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Understanding Space-Time
Newton's Principia for the Common Reader
This collection presents the first sustained examination of the nature and status of the idea of
principles in early modern thought. Principles are almost ubiquitous in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries: the term appears in famous book titles, such as Newton’s Principia; the notion plays a
central role in the thought of many leading philosophers, such as Leibniz’s Principle of Sufficient
Reason; and many of the great discoveries of the period, such as the Law of Gravitational Attraction,
were described as principles. Ranging from mathematics and law to chemistry, from natural and moral
philosophy to natural theology, and covering some of the leading thinkers of the period, this volume
presents ten compelling new essays that illustrate the centrality and importance of the idea of
principles in early modern thought. It contains chapters by leading scholars in the field, including the
Leibniz scholar Daniel Garber and the historian of chemistry William R. Newman, as well as exciting,
emerging scholars, such as the Newton scholar Kirsten Walsh and a leading expert on experimental
philosophy, Alberto Vanzo. The Idea of Principles in Early Modern Thought: Interdisciplinary
Perspectives charts the terrain of one of the period’s central concepts for the first time, and opens up
new lines for further research.

Mathematical Reviews
In this monograph, Steffen Ducheyne provides a historically detailed and systematically rich explication
of Newton’s methodology. Throughout the pages of this book, it will be shown that Newton developed a
complex natural-philosophical methodology which encompasses procedures to minimize inductive risk during
the process of theory formation and which, thereby, surpasses a standard hypothetico-deductive
methodological setting. Accordingly, it will be highlighted that the so-called ‘Newtonian Revolution’
was not restricted to the empirical and theoretical dimensions of science, but applied equally to the
methodological dimension of science. Furthermore, it will be documented that Newton’s methodology was
far from static and that it developed alongside with his scientific work. Attention will be paid not
only to the successes of Newton’s innovative methodology, but equally to its tensions and limitations.
Based on a thorough study of Newton’s extant manuscripts, this monograph will address and contextualize,
inter alia, Newton’s causal realism, his views on action at a distance and space and time, the status of
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efficient causation in the /Principia/, the different phases of his methodology, his treatment of force
and the constituents of the physico-mathematical models in the context of Book I of the /Principia/, the
analytic part of the argument for universal gravitation, the meaning and significance of his regulae
philosophandi, the methodological differences between his mechanical and optical work, and, finally, the
interplay between Newton’s theology and his natural philosophy.

How Modern Science Came Into the World
Included is a famous nineteenth-century debate about scientific reasoning between the hypotheticodeductivist William Whewell and the inductivist John Stuart Mill; and an account of the realismantirealism dispute about unobservables in science, with a consideration of Perrin's argument for the
existence of molecules in the early twentieth century.

Newton's Principia
The Scottish philosopher David Hume (1711-1776) is widely regarded as the greatest and most significant
English-speaking philosopher and often seen as having had the most influence on the way philosophy is
practiced today in the West. His reputation is based not only on the quality of his philosophical
thought but also on the breadth and scope of his writings, which ranged over metaphysics, epistemology,
morals, politics, religion, and aesthetics. The Handbook's 38 newly commissioned chapters are divided
into six parts: Central Themes; Metaphysics and Epistemology; Passion, Morality and Politics;
Aesthetics, History, and Economics; Religion; Hume and the Enlightenment; and After Hume. The volume
also features an introduction from editor Paul Russell and a chapter on Hume's biography.

Reading the Principia
Once upon a time 'The Scientific Revolution of the 17th century' was an innovative concept that inspired
a stimulating narrative of how modern science came into the world. Half a century later, what we now
know as 'the master narrative' serves rather as a strait-jacket - so often events and contexts just fail
to fit in. No attempt has been made so far to replace the master narrative. H. Floris Cohen now comes up
with precisely such a replacement. Key to his path-breaking analysis-cum-narrative is a vision of the
Scientific Revolution as made up of six distinct yet narrowly interconnected, revolutionary
transformations, each of some twenty-five to thirty years' duration. This vision enables him to explain
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how modern science could come about in Europe rather than in Greece, China, or the Islamic world. It
also enables him to explain how half-way into the 17th century a vast crisis of legitimacy could arise
and, in the end, be overcome.

Principia Mathematica
Nobel laureate Steven Weinberg has written that "all that has happened since 1687 is a gloss on the
Principia." Now you too can appreciate the significance of this stellar work, regarded by many as the
greatest scientific contribution of all time. Despite its dazzling reputation, Isaac Newton's
Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica, or simply the Principia, remains a mystery for many
people. Few of even the most intellectually curious readers, including professional scientists and
mathematicians, have actually looked in the Principia or appreciate its contents. Mathematician Pask
seeks to remedy this deficit in this accessible guided tour through Newton's masterpiece. Using the
final edition of the Principia, Pask clearly demonstrates how it sets out Newton's (and now our)
approach to science; how the framework of classical mechanics is established; how terrestrial phenomena
like the tides and projectile motion are explained; and how we can understand the dynamics of the solar
system and the paths of comets. He also includes scene-setting chapters about Newton himself and
scientific developments in his time, as well as chapters about the reception and influence of the
Principia up to the present day. From the Hardcover edition.

Magnificent Principia
Introduction to Newton's "Principia"
Newton's Principia
The Cambridge Companion to Newton
Nothing is considered more natural than the connection between Isaac Newton’s science and the modernity
that came into being during the eighteenth-century Enlightenment. Terms like “Newtonianism” are
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routinely taken as synonyms for “Enlightenment” and “modern” thought, yet the particular conjunction of
these terms has a history full of accidents and contingencies. Modern physics, for example, was not the
determined result of the rational unfolding of Newton’s scientific work in the eighteenth century, nor
was the Enlightenment the natural and inevitable consequence of Newton’s eighteenth-century reception.
Each of these outcomes, in fact, was a contingent event produced by the particular historical
developments of the early eighteenth century. A comprehensive study of public culture, The Newton Wars
and the Beginning of the French Enlightenment digsbelow the surface of the commonplace narratives that
link Newton with Enlightenment thought to examine the actual historical changes that brought them
together in eighteenth-century time and space. Drawing on the full range of early modern scientific
sources, from studied scientific treatises and academic papers to book reviews, commentaries, and
private correspondence, J. B. Shank challenges the widely accepted claim that Isaac Newton’s solitary
genius is the reason for his iconic status as the father of modern physics and the philosophemovement.

The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy
The Mathematical Principles Underlying Newton's Principia Mathematica
The Aim and Structure of Physical Theory
Newton's new conception of the laws of the universe challenged centuries of received opinion, and laid a
new foundation for our ?common sense? understanding of the physical world. If you have always wanted to
know more about Newton's achievement but thought it was the exclusive province of experts, this little
book will guide you through the essentials of Newton's argument in his own words and using only
elementary mathematics. Traces the basic development of universal gravitation. Newton's text with notes,
commentary, questions for discussion, and additional diagrams. Includes Newton's definitions, laws,
scholia, Book I propositions 1 and 4, Rules of Philosophizing, Phenomena, Book III Propositions 1
through 4, and General Scholium.

Selections from Newton's Principia
Includes bibliographical references (p. [397]-410) and index.
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The Key to Newton's Dynamics
In this monograph, Steffen Ducheyne provides a historically detailed and systematically rich explication
of Newton’s methodology. Throughout the pages of this book, it will be shown that Newton developed a
complex natural-philosophical methodology which encompasses procedures to minimize inductive risk during
the process of theory formation and which, thereby, surpasses a standard hypothetico-deductive
methodological setting. Accordingly, it will be highlighted that the so-called ‘Newtonian Revolution’
was not restricted to the empirical and theoretical dimensions of science, but applied equally to the
methodological dimension of science. Furthermore, it will be documented that Newton’s methodology was
far from static and that it developed alongside with his scientific work. Attention will be paid not
only to the successes of Newton’s innovative methodology, but equally to its tensions and limitations.
Based on a thorough study of Newton’s extant manuscripts, this monograph will address and contextualize,
inter alia, Newton’s causal realism, his views on action at a distance and space and time, the status of
efficient causation in the /Principia/, the different phases of his methodology, his treatment of force
and the constituents of the physico-mathematical models in the context of Book I of the /Principia/, the
analytic part of the argument for universal gravitation, the meaning and significance of his regulae
philosophandi, the methodological differences between his mechanical and optical work, and, finally, the
interplay between Newton’s theology and his natural philosophy.

Journal for the History of Astronomy
Makes the great adventure of Principia available not only to modern scholars of history of science, but
also to nonspecialist undergraduate students of humanities. It moves carefully from Newton's definitions
and axioms through the essential propositions, as Newton himself identified them, to the establishment
of universal gravitation and elliptical orbits. The guidebook unfolds what is implicit in Newton's words
as he himself would have filled in the steps and completes the argument in ways that are authentic and
not anachronistic, exactly following Newton's thinking rather than substituting tools of modern calculus
or the formulations of modern physics. It is Newton in his own terms. This is a wonderful book. —Richard
S. Westfall

The Oxford Handbook of Hume
Abstract: "Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica (the Principia) was first
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published in 1687 and set much of the foundations that led to profound changes in modern science.
Despite the influence of the work, the elegance of the geometrical techniques used by Newton is little
known since the demonstrations of most of the theorems set out in it are usually done using calculus.
Newton's reasoning also goes beyond the traditional boundaries of Euclidean geometry with the presence
of both motion and infinitesimals. This thesis describes the mechanization of Lemmas and Propositions
from the Principia using formal tools developed in the generic theorem prover Isabelle. We discuss the
formalization of a geometry theory based on existing methods from automated geometry theorem proving.
The theory contains extra geometric notions, including definitions of the ellipse and its tangent, that
enable us to deal with the motion of bodies and other physical aspects. We introduce the formalization
of a theory of filters and ultrafilters, and the purely definitional construction of the hyperreal
numbers of Nonstandard Analysis (NSA). The hyperreals form a proper field extension of the reals that
contains new types of numbers including infinitesimals and infinite numbers. By combining notions from
NSA and geometry theorem proving, we propose an 'infinitesimal' geometry in which quantities can be
infinitely small. This approach then reveals new properties of the geometry that only hold because
infinitesimal elements are allowed. We also mechanize some analytic geometry and use it to verify the
geometry theories of Isabelle. We then report on the main application of this framework. We discuss the
formalization of several results from the Principia and give a detailed case study of one of its most
important propositions: the Propositio Kepleriana. An anomaly is revealed in Newton's reasoning through
our rigorous mechanization. Finally, we present the formalization of a portion of mathematical analysis
using the nonstandard approach. We mechanize both standard and nonstandard definitions of familiar
concepts, prove their equivalence, and use nonstandard arguments to provide intuitive yet rigorous
proofs of many of their properties."

The Idea of Principles in Early Modern Thought
Newton's Principia
Planetary Motions
In 1543, Nicolaus Copernicus publicly defended his hypothesis that the earth is a planet and the sun a
body resting near the center of a finite universe. But why did Copernicus make this bold proposal? And
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why did it matter? The Copernican Question reframes this pivotal moment in the history of science,
centering the story on a conflict over the credibility of astrology that erupted in Italy just as
Copernicus arrived in 1496. Copernicus engendered enormous resistance when he sought to protect
astrology by reconstituting its astronomical foundations. Robert S. Westman shows that efforts to answer
the astrological skeptics became a crucial unifying theme of the early modern scientific movement. His
interpretation of this long sixteenth century, from the 1490s to the 1610s, offers a new framework for
understanding the great transformations in natural philosophy in the century that followed.

Before Voltaire
Automated Deduction in Geometry
Michigan Law Review
Mechanics from Aristotle to Einstein
The mathematical methods employed by Newton in the Principia stimulated much debate among
contemporaries. This book explains how Newton addressed these issues, taking into consideration the
values that directed his research. It will be of interest to researchers and students in history and
philosophy of science, physics, mathematics and astronomy.

Newton's Principia, First Book, Sections I., II., III.
Newton's Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica provides a coherent and deductive presentation of
his discovery of the universal law of gravitation. It is very much more than a demonstration that 'to us
it is enough that gravity really does exist and act according to the laws which we have explained and
abundantly serves to account for all the motions of the celestial bodies and the sea'. It is important
to us as a model of all mathematical physics. Representing a decade's work from a distinguished
physicist, this is the first comprehensive analysis of Newton's Principia without recourse to secondary
sources. Professor Chandrasekhar analyses some 150 propositions which form a direct chain leading to
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Newton's formulation of his universal law of gravitation. In each case, Newton's proofs are arranged in
a linear sequence of equations and arguments, avoiding the need to unravel the necessarily convoluted
style of Newton's connected prose. In almost every case, a modern version of the proofs is given to
bring into sharp focus the beauty, clarity, and breath-taking economy of Newton's methods. Subrahmanyan
Chandrasekhar is one of the most reknowned scientists of the twentieth century, whose career spanned
over 60 years. Born in India, educated at the University of Cambridge in England, he served as Emeritus
Morton D. Hull Distinguished Service Professor of Theoretical Astrophysics at the University of Chicago,
where he has was based from 1937 until his deathin 1996. His early research into the evolution of stars
is now a cornerstone of modern astrophysics, and earned him the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1983. Later
work into gravitational interactions between stars, the properties of fluids, magnetic fields,
equilibrium ellipsoids, and black holes has earned him awards throughout the world, including the Gold
Medal from the Royal Astronomical Society in London (1953), the National Medal of Science in the United
States (1966), and the Copley Medal from the Royal Society (1984). His many publications include
Radiative transfer (1950), Hydrodynamic and hydromagnetic stability (1961), and The mathematical theory
of black holes (1983), each being praised for its breadth and clarity. Newton's Principia for the common
reader is the result of Professor Chandrasekhar's profound admiration for a scientist whose work he
believed is unsurpassed, and unsurpassable.

The Newton Wars and the Beginning of the French Enlightenment
This classic work in the philosophy of physical science is an incisive and readable account of the
scientific method. Pierre Duhem was one of the great figures in French science, a devoted teacher, and a
distinguished scholar of the history and philosophy of science. This book represents his most mature
thought on a wide range of topics.

Sherlock Holmes in Babylon
Collection of essays on the history of mathematics by distinguished authorities.

A Treatise of the System of the World
Newton's Principia
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Sir Isaac Newton (1642–1727) was one of the greatest scientists of all time, a thinker of extraordinary
range and creativity who has left enduring legacies in mathematics and the natural sciences. In this
volume a team of distinguished contributors examine all the main aspects of Newton's thought, including
not only his approach to space, time, mechanics, and universal gravity in his Principia, his research in
optics, and his contributions to mathematics, but also his more clandestine investigations into alchemy,
theology, and prophecy, which have sometimes been overshadowed by his mathematical and scientific
interests.

“The main Business of natural Philosophy”
Introduces students to the impact of Copernicus, Newton and other great scientists on the scientific
understanding of the solar system.

Forthcoming Books
A Combination of Geometry Theorem Proving and Nonstandard Analysis, with Application to
Newton's Principia
While much has been written on the ramifications of Newton's dynamics, until now the details of Newton's
solution were available only to the physics expert. The Key to Newton's Dynamics clearly explains the
surprisingly simple analytical structure that underlies the determination of the force necessary to
maintain ideal planetary motion. J. Bruce Brackenridge sets the problem in historical and conceptual
perspective, showing the physicist's debt to the works of both Descartes and Galileo. He tracks Newton's
work on the Kepler problem from its early stages at Cambridge before 1669, through the revival of his
interest ten years later, to its fruition in the first three sections of the first edition of the
Principia.

Isaac Newton's Scientific Method
Examines the various ways cultures and the science of astronomy have intersected throughout human
history.
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Science Rules
Mechanics, the science of moving bodies and their interactions, is among the finest accomplishments of
western civilization. This is the story of development, from the ground-breaking attempts of the Greeks,
through the brilliant abstractions of medieval logicians, to the breathtaking achievements of Galileo,
Huygens, and Newton, to the dazzling virtuosity of Maxwell and Einstein. Crowe's presentation allows the
reader to appreciate this story from the inside, following the thoughts of the original authors in their
own words. Ample commentary places these scientific giants in their context and helps modern readers
understand the unfamiliar modes of expression of earlier times. In the course of telling the story, this
book also provides a practical introduction to mechanics, with sample computations and problems in both
classical physics and relativistic kinematics.

The Principia
This is a unique set of multidisciplinary reflections on how the neurosciences shape our understanding
of religious experience and religious institutions. Twelve scholars and scientists assess how advances
in the neurosciences affect our traditional sense of mind, self, and soul.

Astronomy and Culture
The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy Isaac Newton Translated into English by Andrew Motte
ORIGINAL CLASSIC - COMPLETE Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica (Latin for "Mathematical
Principles of Natural Philosophy"), often referred to as simply the Principia, is a work in three books
by Isaac Newton, in Latin, first published 5 July 1687. After annotating and correcting his personal
copy of the first edition, Newton also published two further editions, in 1713 and 1726. The Principia
states Newton's laws of motion, forming the foundation of classical mechanics, also Newton's law of
universal gravitation, and a derivation of Kepler's laws of planetary motion (which Kepler first
obtained empirically). The Principia is "justly regarded as one of the most important works in the
history of science". The French mathematical physicist Alexis Clairaut assessed it in 1747: "The famous
book of mathematical Principles of natural Philosophy marked the epoch of a great revolution in physics.
The method followed by its illustrious author Sir Newton spread the light of mathematics on a science
which up to then had remained in the darkness of conjectures and hypotheses." A more recent assessment
has been that while acceptance of Newton's theories was not immediate, by the end of a century after
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publication in 1687, "no one could deny that" (out of the Principia) "a science had emerged that, at
least in certain respects, so far exceeded anything that had ever gone before that it stood alone as the
ultimate exemplar of science generally."

Neuroscience and Religion
In his monumental 1687 work Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica, known familiarly as the
Principia, Isaac Newton laid out in mathematical terms the principles of time, force, and motion that
have guided the development of modern physical science. Even after more than three centuries and the
revolutions of Einsteinian relativity and quantum mechanics, Newtonian physics continues to account for
many of the phenomena of the observed world, and Newtonian celestial dynamics is used to determine the
orbits of our space vehicles. This completely new translation, the first in 270 years, is based on the
third (1726) edition, the final revised version approved by Newton; it includes extracts from the
earlier editions, corrects errors found in earlier versions, and replaces archaic English with
contemporary prose and up-to-date mathematical forms. Newton's principles describe acceleration,
deceleration, and inertial movement; fluid dynamics; and the motions of the earth, moon, planets, and
comets. A great work in itself, the Principia also revolutionized the methods of scientific
investigation. It set forth the fundamental three laws of motion and the law of universal gravity, the
physical principles that account for the Copernican system of the world as emended by Kepler, thus
effectively ending controversy concerning the Copernican planetary system. The illuminating Guide to the
Principia by I. Bernard Cohen, along with his and Anne Whitman's translation, will make this preeminent
work truly accessible for today's scientists, scholars, and students.
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